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“We allow women living in rural areas the
opportunity to grow, and be part of the global
economy. We want them to set goals, improve their
quality of life and project their lives into the future.
We will continue growing hand by hand with these
community leaders”
-Sebastian Zapata
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Overview

Our Achievements
2020
In 2020, Elepha:

Executive Summary
1,623
1,770
Although 2020 was an atypical year, due to the Covid-19
pandemic,
,
during the last year (2020), ELEPHA sold over $ 6.0 million USD, with
a 42% growth and and improvement of 132% in operating profit
compared to 2019

Sales and Profit
($ MUSD)

Revenue

Became an incorporated BIC Enterprise
(Enterprise of Collective Interest Benefit)

§

Became part of UNDP’s Business Call to Action
Seal (BCtA) program in December 2020.

§

Received an $300.000 USD investment from Yunus
Social Business.

§

Was chosen as one of the five companies to be part
of the first cohort of Endeavor Next.

§

Signed up for the CAFIID Canada Forum for
Impact Investment and Development

§

Improved its operations including warehouse
expansion retrofitted with heavy-duty shelving

§

Expanded its team by incorporating Sales
operations, HHRR and Client services.

1,971

Operating Profit
$5,9

$4,2

$0,5

$0,2

Operating
Margin

§

2019

2020

5.1%

8.4%
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Overview

Our Goals
2021
§

Support 200 women to take its busines to the next
level and build brick-and-mortar stores.

§

Consolidate our presence in our current footprint
and expand into new geographies

§

Broaden our portfolio with the incorporation of new
services, such as insurance and communications

§

Optimize our procurement and delivery by
acquiring our own truck

§

Close new alliances including Alliance with fashion
Catalogs to increase network.

Acknowledgements
§

Forbes published and article about
our mission: “Elepha avanza en su
compromiso con las mujeres
emprendedoras” in May 2021.

§

We participated as panelists during
an Impact Investing class at
Cambridge University

Our Challenges
2021
§

Find talented people that are passionate and have a
strong technical background to join out team

§

Consolidate our new stores with our women
entrepreneurs

§

Adopt biosecurity procedures to ensure the
wellbeing of our team under Covid-19
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“Large companies have focused on setting up
businesses in Bogota, Medellin, Cali and Barranquilla,
ignoring that most of the country is rural. In these
areas there is a thriving market and multiple
consumers with unsatisfied needs and a desire to do
business”
-Sebastian Zapata
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Our Company

Business Description

Knowledgeable
Focusing on the development of their
professional and personal skills like selfesteem, motivation and responsibility

Empowered

About ELEPHA

Living a happy and balanced life and have the
tools to contribute to their families and invest
in areas such as their children’s education.

Elepha is a consumer goods catalog and delivery service for Base of the
Pyramid consumers in Colombia. We leverage mobile technologies and a
network of women entrepreneurs serving as distribution points to make a
wide range of quality goods and services accessible to rural consumers.

Resilient
Taking care of their family and their
environment by generating safety nets in
their communities and opening dialogue

How does the sign-up process work?
Women who are interested in participating get contacted by our
sales coordinator who explains to them the process and collects
women’s personal information.
Women participate in a digital-based training program in which
Elepha guarantees they gain the skills to sell products and
services in their community

How does the connection work?
Women entrepreneurs order products and services through
Elepha’s app. Elepha offers short term credit to the women if
needed
Women entrepreneurs are leaders in their communities and
distribute products and services through their own network using
a catalogue

“

Finding a stable job is very difficult for rural
women. With our network of entrepreneurs,
we give women an opportunity to improve
their quality by participating in the economy
in value added activities that go beyond
agricultural work or household chores

”

Sebastián Zapata
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Business Description

ELEPHA offers different products and services, serving the daily
needs and facilitating access to the rural population

What products and services do we offer?
So far, Elepha has secured +6 long-term alliances to offer a wide range
of +50 high-quality products along with five categories in their catalogue
Food &
Beverages

Medicine

Home & Care
products

Well-being

We have a footprint in remote areas ,
where demand is growing fast, but
distribution costs are significantly high. We
deliver products and services to
underserved consumers through a network
of digitally-powered women within their
communities

Currently, we are
operate in the
Colombia Andean and
Caribbean area.
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“Hearing our women entrepreneurs say that they
now feel empowered due to their contribution with
financial resources to their homes (and that they no
longer depend on their husbands) is exciting.”
-Sebastian Zapata
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Our Impact

Our Impact
ELEPHA contributes to SDG goals 1, 5 and 8, by generating economic
development and improving the access of essential goods and services for
Base of the Pyramid consumers in Colombia.
services that they do not have access to. We cover more than 400
Municipalities in Colombia, improving their life quality and incomes.
A

No Poverty
Number of low-income individuals with increased access to financial services
(due to Elepha’s entrepreneur credit)
New women
(#)

3038

3.038

2.516

1. No Poverty
1.4 Ensure that all men and women, have equal access to
basic services and financial services.

2.867

We provide essential products and services to rural
communities that lack access to them

Q1 2020

Q1 2021

Q4 2020

Q1 2021

5. Gender Equality
5.4 Ensure women’s full and effective participation and
equal opportunities
We have supported +3.000 women heads of households
in increasing their incomes
8. Decent work and economic growth
8.1 Achieve full and productive employment and decent
work for all women and men,
Until 2020, We have contributed to decrease
unemployment by creating more than 80 direct jobs.
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Performance during 1rst Quarter

Performance during 1rst Quarter

So far (Q1 2021), Elepha has expanded its network with 1,554 new
women. This is 25% of the target of new women this year
25%
New women
(#)

Elepha has disbursed more loans in Q1 of 2021 than during Q1 of 2020,
reaching 25% of goal’s target for 2021

Target
6,350

2.391

Network size

YTD progress
towards target
Credits disbursed
(#)
7.455

9.594
8.601

8.055

9.114

1.554

1.503
1.146

1.086

25%

Q1 2020

Q2 2020

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

Q1 2020

Q1 2021

Compared to Q1 in 2020, women entrepreneurs earn today 50% than
they use to ($76,15 USD/month)

Progress 2021

Target $89,35/month

25%

0%

50%

75%

100%

Q2 2020

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

Q1 2021

In 2021, Elepha expects to duplicate the amount
of loans that it disbursed last year
Actual

Target

$3.294

Credits disbursed
($kUSD)

Women Monthly Income
(USD/month)
$97,47

$95,72

$1.936
$1.711

$88,39

Target 2021

$76,15

$83,26
$51,44
$416

Q1 2020

Q2 2020

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

Q1 2021

2020

2021
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Performance during 1rst Quarter

Performance during 1rst Quarter

Today (Q1 2021), Elepha serves 21,828 individuals, which are
27% more people than a year ago (Q1 2020)

Number individuals
(#)

23.596

21.828

20.884
19.100
17.092

Q1 2020

Q2 2020

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

Q1 2021

Consumers swerved by our network are buying products and services
6.6% below existing alternatives. We expect savings to reach 8%

Consolidated savings if
compared to existing prices

8%

GOAL: 8%
Compared to the
competition, Elepha
has transferred 6.6%
savings to the end
customer

0%
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Our Impact

Employment

Gender equality
The number of women leading an inclusive businesses has consistently
increased over the past year. By 2025, 35,000 women will lead a business

Despite COVID-19, Elepha has been generating stable employment and
kept the contracts with its employees active

2021 Target : 5.268 women
2.808
2.315
1.861
1.449

Q2 2020

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

2021
$28

0

0

62

Q1 2021

Today, we invest $28 USD per woman during its first month in the network
in training. We expect this number to increase to $34 USD/women
Training investment
($ USD/woman)

23

2025
$34

2020

62

2021

Number offull-tim jobs (#)

Q1 2020

23
Number of part-time jobs (#)

3.153

Women leading a sustainable business
(#)

0

0
2020

2021
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“We generate in rural Colombia, so that rural
women can be part of the economy and feel valued.
We will continue to grow hand by hand with these
entrepreneurs in the coming years”
-Sebastian Zapata
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Performance during 1rst Quarter

Compared to Q1 in 2021, Elepha increased its revenues by 42% and its
active women by 36%
2020 Q1

Total Income
(COP$2.500
Millions)
$2.000

$1.552

2021 Q1

$1.783

$1.500

$1.782

$1.980

$1.110

$1.057

$1.000

Financial Performance

2021-Q1

$500
$0

2021-Q1 in figures (MCOP)

January

February

Effective
Women 1st Q

$4,675

In revenue in the 1st quarter
(2% higher than 2020-1)

March
1,148
1,544

Despite COVID-19, Elepha maintained an overall stable performance
during 2020 and early 2021
Total Income
(COP Millions)
$7.000

As gross margin

$5.971

$6.000

21.3%

$5.000

$4.589

$5.153

$5.059

$4.675

$4.000
$3.000

3,000

st

Women in the 1 three
months with 1 purchase

$2.000
$1.000
$0
Q1-2020

Q2-2020

Q3-2020

Q4-2020

Q1-2021
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Performance during 1rst Quarter

Performance during 1rst Quarter

§ As a result of the pandemic in Colombia, Elepha has slightly decreased
its efficiency, compared to the first quarter of 2020.
For the first quarter of 2020, Elepha obtained a gross profit of COP 1,268
M, which represents a margin of 27.6%.
120%
100%
80%
-72%

60%
100%
40%
20%

28%

00%
Income

Cost of Sales

Gross Profit

Whereas, for the first quarter of 2021, Elepha obtained a gross profit of
COP 994 M which represents a margin of 21.3% .
120%
100%
80%
-79%

60%
100%
40%
20%

21%
00%
Income

Cost of Sales

Gross Profit
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www.elepha.co

@elephacolombia

@elephared

302 4361238

Calle 51 # 13 – 09 KM 1 vía Jardines
Armenia, Quindío

01 8000 189695

